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Some enclosure-fire s tati c pressure measurements are presented for both full and sca le mode l rooms and are 
compared with the present hydra uli cs-orifice flow model for fire induced flows into and out of enclosures. Results 
indicate that the vertical pressu re diffe renti al (enclosure to ambient) follows the expected hydrostati c distribution 
qUite well and accura tely reflects the doorway Inflow and outflow gas velocities. 
. Measurement of ceiling a nd floor diffe rential pressure using different numbers of gas burners yields ins ight 
Into gross plume entrainment and Illus trates how the neutra l p lane and thermal di scontinuit y vary with upper gas 
temperature. Corre la ting upper gas tempe ra ture with fire s ize and enclosure he ight makes it possible to pred ict at 
wha t heat release rat e a give n enclosure mi ght become fully involved, i. e., by using the temperature at which the 
the rmal discontinuity approac hes th e floor. 

In te rms of present fire plume modeling la rge entra inment coeffi cient s (0.3-0.4) are required in order to 
reproduce the enc los ure fl ows for both the small and large scale resu lt s. A noted defi ciency in the plume mode l 
appears In the small sca le results wh e re the data suggest that the entrainment should exhibit a much stronger 
dependence on th e fu el injecti on rate than that pred icted by the th eory. 

Key words: Buoyancy pressure; e nclosure fires; entrai nment; fire ind uced flows; models; physica l sca le; plumes. 

Nomenclature 

door opening area (m2) 

orifice discharge coeffic ient 
gas specifi c heat (J/kg' K) 
height of thermal discontinuity above floor (m) 
plume Froude number = uJ/g'Yo 
gravitational accelerati on (9.8 m/s2 ) 

height of enclosure (m) 
height of door opening (m) 
entrainmen t coeffi cient 
gas/air How rate (kg/s) 
height of neutral plane above floor (m) 
pressure (torr , N/m2) 

pressure difference, enclosure to ambient P-P AMB 

(torr , also given as N/m2) 

heat release rate (k W) 
radial distance from plume axis 
gas temperature (OC, K) 
temperature difference eC) 
gas burner flow velocity (m/s) 
gas/air velocity (m/s) 
door opening width (m) 
entrained flow in plume (kg/s) 
gas burner flow rate = pf7T1o u f 
height above floor (m) 
radius of gas burner (m) 
distance above or below neutral plane 
gas density (kg/m3) 

fu el property defined by equation (9) 

1 . Introduction 

Present enclosure-fire modeling incorpora tes a hydrauli cs
orifice approach for calculation of th e How in and out of the 
opening [1, 2, 3].1 Due to the hot gases present in the upper 
portion of the room a pressure difference with respect to the 
ambient hydrostati c pressure is developed across the opening 
which is responsible for driving the How. The gas in the 
room is assumed stationary and the How ra te is determined 
using Bernoulli's equation with an appropria te orifice coeffi
cient. Additionally the gas Jlow in and ou t of the enclosure 
is coupled via entra inmen t of th e [ire plume. Figures 1 and 
2 illustrate these ideas schematically. A s tep function for 
tem perature with the thermal discontinuity being D meters 
above the Hoor is commonly assumed and used since it 
leads to integrals expressible in closed form. However, any 
temperature distribution can be handled by direct numerical 
integration. The ambient pressure is simply hydrosta tic, 
i. e., -Pogy, and the enclosure pressure is made up of two 
pieces one above and one below D as indicated. The upper 
portion is hydrostatic but with a different slope, - pgy, and 
must intersect the a mbient at N, the neutral plane height. N 
demarks the interface be tween the incoming and the outgoing 
gas, i.e. , v = O. The upper portion is continued down to D 
after which the slope must abruptly change to accommodate 
th e ambient density. The driving force is th e difference 
between the enclosure and the ambient pressure and is 
shown as !!.p in figure 2 together with an idealized velocity 
profile at the ex it. In reality the Jlow fi eld will be more 
complex near the door with entrainment and possible recir
culation occurring near the shear region . 

Subscripts Enclosure models incOlporating the above hydraulic 
scheme have been reasonably successful as regards gross 
features of the burning behavior of compartments [2]. How
ever, the weaker areas where more work is required will be 

O,AMB 
0, OUT 

L, In 

f 

Ambient properties 
outflowi ng gas 
inHowing air 
fu el I Figures in brackets indicate the lit erature references al the end of this paper. 
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FIGURE 1. Room geometry. 
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FIGURE 2. Plots , using a common height scale, to show the interrelation of temperature , 
pressure difference and door flow. 

difficult to identify until the validity of the flow portion of 
the model is determined. Recent experimental work using 
salt water-fresh water analogs [3] may not be valid for 
sizeable fires due to the limited density ratios available. 
Presented here are some measurements of /)"p in full-scale 
and scale model enclosure bums. Shown will be both vertical 
distributions of /)"p and /)"p as a function of temperature for a 
given height. The latter measurements can be used as a 
guide in assessing the other piece of enclosure modeling, 
that is, plume entrainment which determines the height of 
the thermal discontinuity. 

2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 

2.1. Full-Scale 

Complete details of the full-scale experimental facility are 
contained in reference [4]. The enclosure dimensions were 
3.0 X 3.0 X 2.3 m high with a 0.73-m X 1.93-m high 
doorway offset to one side; a moveable gas burner provided 
the fire source. Static pressure taps were made by inserting 
copper tubing through the wall from the outside and position
ing them just flush with the inside surface. Type K (0.25 
mm D), unshielded and unaspirated, thermocouples deter-

mined the temperature at the pressure measuring pOSItIOns. 
No radiation corrections were made; the implications of this 
are discussed in the text. Other tests at NBS, still in 
progress and not reported here , show that radiation can be 
quite important to room fire thermocouple readings. The 
differential pressure transducer was located on the floor with 
one pressure tap positioned outside of the burn-room and 
away from the door inflow and shielded from large drafts. 
The pressure signal at each height then was the difference 
between the room and the ambient pressures at that height. 
The pressure taps were located in the doorwall corner except 
where noted. Pressures were measured with a variable 
capacitance electrical manometer calibrated against a micro
manometer water column which can be read fairly accurately 
to 10- 1 N/m2 • 

For the smaller fires, the burner, located 0.30 m above 
the floor, was usually run for a period of ten minutes, the 
duration of the test; for larger fires the corresponding running 
time was shorter. Due to the highly insulated ceiling and 
walls, a quasi-steady condition was reached quickly. 

2.2 Model 

Measurements of /)"p across the doorway at the floor and 
ceiling of a scale model bum-room were made during the 
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steady operation of up to three Meeker gas burners used for 
fire simulation. The room was 0. 39 m wide by 0 .37 m deep 
by 0.41 m hi gh with a 0.11 m by 0.29 m hi gh doorway 
opening located symmetri call y in th e 0 .39 m wall. The 
facility was th e same as tha t used in a recent burn-room 
corridor study [5] exce pt that the corridor was open at both 
ends allowing th e burn-room to interac t with th e ambient air 
without th e add itional complexity introduced by a corridor. 
The burners were located 0.055 m above th e floor (except 
wh ere noted) and arranged in an approximately tri angular 
fashion around the room. They were separated suffi ciently 
so as to eliminate plume merging. The pressure taps were 
implanted similar to the full- scale procedure. Upper gas 
temperature was monitored in the rear of th e box at a 
position on th e centerline 0.37 m high and 0.04 m out from 
th e wall. Observations of other th ermoco uples in th e upper 
portion of th e box indicated that th e gases were well stirred. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Full-Scale 

Figure 3 shows a typi cal ve rti cal pressure traverse with 
th e burne r located in th e cente r of the room for two nominally 
identi cal runs of 140 kW fires. The c ircles indicate readings 
with the pressure and te mperature taps in the usual doorwall 
corner, and th e squares show values taken at an interior 
corner in order to gage any variation due to location of the 
measuring station. The sl ight diffe rences noted are probably 
more indicative of the fact tha t the second run (squ ares) was 
made immediately aft er the first, without waiting for the 
room to cool, as opposed to a true room non-uniformity. In 
fi gure 4 values of tempe ra ture a re shown for both the interior 
at th e press ure taps and for th e doorway [4]. No radiation 
correction was made. Note that th e interior values approxi
mate the doorway results. Note also that some mixing of the 
hot gas with th e incoming a ir has occurred. Ambient air is 
at 23 .5 O( ye t the " door" flow indicated temperature is 39 
O( and the lower gas deep in the room is 56°C. These 
temperature readings could occur for several reasons of 
which the more obvious include possible mixing of heated 
air from the room with the incoming air or an error of th e 
th ermocouple reading du e to radiation from the flame, hot 
upper gas and upper wall and ceiling sutfaces. If it is 
assumed that radiation has raised both these temperatures 
39 - 23 .5 = 15.5 °C, then the true deep room temperature, 
below the hot layer, would be about 40.5 0c. 

The slope of the line drawn through the upper pressure 
points in figure 3 was determined using an average upper 
gas temperature of 219 O( and the hydrostatic relation, 

(1) 

Alternately if one measures IIp and T at any height, y, then 
the neutral plane height , N can be determined. The agree
ment between the line and the upper three points shows 
clearl y the hydrosta ti c nature of the differential pressure 
across th e door. Only th e upper three points were used s ince 
furth er down the tem pera ture begins to fall dramatically and 
th e simple two layer t emperature expression, i.e., eq (1) will 
no longer hold. In general , however, as the temperature 
drops the IIp /H slope will decrease and this is evident on 
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FIGURE 4. VerticaL temperature distributions, measurements made at the 
two interior pressure tap locations shown in figure 3 and in the doorway for 
two tests. 

the pressure plot in the regime between the third and fourth · 
data points down from th e ceiling. The upper three points 
yield a predicted neutral plane, N of 1.3 m or approxi mately 
+ 18 percent higher than the ac tual , interpolated value of 
1.1 m. 

The pressure differential in the lower half of the room for 
the model of figure 2 is given by the express ion, 

(2) 
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An average value of !!.p for the three sets of lower points 
(-0.0029 torr, -0.39 N/m2) together with the average 
upper gas temperature (219°C) will determine the thermal 
discontinuity or N - D = 0.08 m. The vertical line shown 
going through the average !!.p rises to D = 1.22 m, using 
the predicted N, where it meets the predicted upper hydro
static line. The horizontal or temperature-break portion of 
figure 4 showing D is somewhat lower than the actual break 
one might choose from the data. If it turns out that the 
enclosure pressure distribution is representative of the door
way flow then figures 3 and 4 indicate that cold air is being 
swept out the door. 

In reference [l], Rockett states that the thermal disconti
nuity deep in the room must be below the neutral plan. 
Comparison of figures 3 and 4 show that this is obviously 
not true. As will be shown below, this "anomaly" arises 
from the assumption by Rocke tt [l] that the lower gas 
temperature is ambient. If the incoming air is heated , there 
is no need for the "major" thermal discontinuity to be below 
the neutral plane. 

The other obvious discrepancy with the simple hydrostatic 
flow model concerns the nonuniform lower pressure distri
bution. There is a tendency for l!!.pl to increase as the floor 
is approached, and this should be evident in the doorway 
velocity profile, with higher flows closer to the floor. In the 
interior the cold temperature is also measurably greater than 
a representative ambient temperature . The fact that the door 
is not symmetrically located with respect to the room and 
burner may be partially responsible for the anomalies. An 
additional swirl due to turning of both the in and out flows 
superimposed on the flow field might lead to an increased 
mixing across the supposedly stable thermal discontinuity. 

How well the data compares with a hydrostatic pressure 
variation and an arbitrary temperature distribution can be 
seen in figure 5 whe re average pressures and temperatures 
(interior) from figures 3 and 4 are displayed. The hydrostatic 
pressure difference, interior minus exterior, referenced to 
the neutral plane and assuming an ideal gas is given by 

(3) 

·2 ·1 o 

2.0 

where z is measured above or below the neutral plane. The 
temperature points on figure 5 were joined by straight lines. 
The integral in eq (3) was evaluated with the " trapozoidal 
rule" to determine !!.p. Due to the sharp temperature discon
tinuity, the use of higher order polynomial curve fits are 
generally unsatisfactory. The neutral plane was specifi ed 
from the actual pressure data. 

In carrying out the numerical integration the temperatures 
uncorrected for radiation were used. Had these data been 
approximately corrected by substracting 16 °C for values 
below the (radiating) hot layer, the pressure would have 
increased less rapidly with height than the measured values. 
Conversel y, if the lower three pressures are used to establish 
a temperature , 47.8 °C is obtained. This suggests a radiation 
correction closer to 8 °C than 16 °C . 

Also shown on figure 5 is the two-tempera ture model, 
based on a single upper gas temperature and ambient lower 
temperature. Thi s model yields a slope dependent on tem
perature for the pressure in the upper part of th e room and a 
vertical line for the differential pressure in the lower part of 
the room. In the case shown here the upper three points 
were used to locate the derived pressure profile for the 
upper portion and the average of the lower pressures to fix 
the vertical line. Their inte rsection gives the neutral plane 
as opposed to using the measured neutral plane as was done 
for the numerical integration plot. By using the derived 
slope for the lower points i.e., T = 59°C approximately as 
opposed to ambient, an alternate gas model could be 
sketched onto the figure . This alternate model would appear 
as a line going through the lower pressure points with the 
same slope as the integrated plot and intersecting the upper 
hydrostatic line somewhere above the neutral plane. D would 
then be above N as the data indicates. Obviously many 
combinations exis t. Temperature data or a two-temperature 
approximation can only yield the shape of the pressure 
profile; an additional rela tion is needed to specify the 
location of the profile. Thi s is usually accomplished theoret
ically by coupling the fire plume entrainment flow up to the 
thermal discontinuity with the gas flowin g out the door [1 , 2]. 

Whether one chooses a two-temperature model or the 
numerical integration of temperature data, figure 5 indicates 
clearly the hydrostatic nature of the vertical pressure di s tri -

NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
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FIG URE 5. Hydrostatic pressure models. 
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bution. That aspect of the flow model therefore appears 
sound. It is left to determine how well the intel'ior pressure 
reflects the doorway flow. 

The variation of pressure and temperature due to the 
location of the fire within th e enclosure is shown in figure 6. 
Data for three posi tions of th e burne r: th e center of the 
room, the middle of the rear wall, and a rear corner, are 
presented for one size fire, 140 kW. Upper gas te mperatures 
are s ignifi canly hotter for the corner burner configuration as 
compared to th e center. Additionally, the observed thermal 
di scontinuity , as well as a predicted neutral height, will be 
higher than those corresponding to the center burner config
uration. 

An argument based on plume entrainment could be 
forw arded to explain these results. The center burner being 
completely unrestri cted is able to entrain more cold air and 
hence yields cooler upper gas temperatures than the corner 
burner which is inhibited on the two sides of the corner. 
Also, less entrainment will result in a highe r neutral plane. 
It should be pointed ou t that th e burner was sq uare shaped 
and was positioned flush with th e walls for the corner and 
wall positions . 

The effect of fire size on pressure and temperature for a 
given burner location , the corn er, is shown on figure 7. In 
this figure pressure slopes were derived from the average 
upper gas temperature and drawn down through the top most 
measured pressure . As would be expected, bigger fires 
produce higher temperatures and larger differential pres
sures. Finding the slope of the pressure-height relation, 
using th e data on figure 7 and eq (1), will result in a quite 
small variation in predicted neutral heights for the four 
cases, i.e., 1.3 to 1.5 m above the floor with N decreas ing 
with increasing temperature (straight lines on fig . 7), As was 
seen in figure 3, the predicted N also lies well above the 
measured values for the cases where data is available. 
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Having established the hydrostatic nature of the verti cal 
pressure variation within the enclosure it is now left to 
determine how well this distribution reflects th e doorway 
flow field. Figure 8 is a plot of the measured centerline 
velocity in the doorway [4], shown by the lines, as against a 
velocity calculated from the pressure measurements of figure 
6, shown by th e symbols . He re veloc ity is defin ed as (21lp/ 
p)I/2 where p is calculated using air at the local temperature. 
It can be seen that th e interior pressure measurements 
represent the doorway charac te r exceedingly well; not only 
is the magnitude of the static pressure calculation the right 
order, but the position of the inte rpolated neutral plane is 
identical to the position of the measured velocity reversal. 

In the hydraulics model the velocity (2tlp/ p)1/2 is used 
together with th e area and local density to determine the gas 
flow rate which is then multipli ed by an orifi ce or discharge 
coeffi c ient, thought to be equal to about 0.68. Multiplying 
the pressure calculated values by 0.68 on fi gure 8 would 
result in better agreement with the measured velocities for 
the incoming flow. However, for th e outgoing gases this 
procedure would not improve the agreement. A more detailed 
evaluation , including off-centerline velocity traverses and 
truly steady-state conditions, could yield the accuracy re
quired for evaluation of the di scha rge coeffi cient in a real 
fire s ituation. 

Using the pressure and temperature data, the mass flow 
rate in and out the door can be determined by assuming 
uniform flow across the door width. Forming (tlp/T)1/2, 
plotting it versus he ight, findin g th e a rea under the curves, 
multiplying by an appropriate constant, and arbitrarily cut
ting off the outflow at the soffit he ight will yield the flow 
rates. For the center burner position shown in fi gure 8 the 
resulting mass balance is within 12 pe rcent with InOU! = 
0.82 k.g/s and min = 0.72 kg/ so (For f~ly involved enclo
sures In = 0.5AoJHo = 0.5 X 1.41 X 1.93 = 0.979 kg/ 
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FIGURE 8 . Comparison of doorway velocity measurements with static pressure calculation. 

s). Around 10-15 percent is probably as good a balance as 
can be expected without going to extraordinary measures. 
The amount of CH4 required for the size fire used is 
approximately 0.0025 kg/s which will not appreciably change 
the balance. Since only 0.044 kg/s air is required for 
complete combustion of this amount of methane, about 17 
times more air is flowing through the enclosure than needed 
for combustion. 

3.2. Small Scale 

The pressure drop across the doorway at the ceiling and 
floor was measured for a series of fire sizes and different 
combinations of burners in the scale model burn-room. 

Specifically, runs were made using three burners , two 
burners and one burner with their normal diffusing cones in 
place. These allowed the gases to exit 0.055 m above the 
floor. Additionally the diffus ing cone was removed from one 
burner and a series of experiments was run with the flames 
issuing from the floor through a small exit. Different numbers 
of burners with different he ights and areas should entrain 
differently and the flow or tlp should be thus effected. 

Figure 9 represents !::ip, normalized to doorway opening, 
at the ceiling and floor for the above burner combinations 
plotted against a representative upper gas temperature. Also 
shown are the previous full-scale results from figures 6 and 
7. These are scaled up from 2.13 m, the highest measuring 
point, to the ceiling via a slope determined from the actual 
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tempera ture measurement , through eq (1). Additionally, a 
least squares fit of the data of reference [6] is s hown by the 
solid line .2 Thi s work involved the burning of various size 
sheets of polymeth ylmethacryla te in a small scale enclosure 
(0. 30 X 0.30 X 0. 56 m deep) with va ri ous size door 
openings . The pressure at th e ceiling was recorded during 
th e s teady burning pe riod and th e line shown in fi gure 9 
represents 33 ex periments extending from low temperature 
« 450°C) plume-Ii ke burning (small sheets/wide openings) 
to a condition in whi ch flames occupi ed nearly th e entire 
volume, spilling out the door and with temperatures from 
700 o( to 1100 o( (large sheets/small openings). 
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F,G UHE 9. Ceiling andjloor differential pressure versus upper gas 
temperature. 

As is clearly indicated in fi gure 9 there is considerable 
disagree ment between the full- scale results and both small 
scale results. In th e previous sec tion it was dete rmined tha t 
th e measured press ure overestimates the neutral plane height 
by 18 percent. If N is reduced by 18 percent the pressure 
will increase somewhat but the disagreement will still be 
substantial. Note that in general as the number of burners is 
reduced in the small scale and the position of the burner is 
set to the floor incorporating a smaller exit (due to removing 
th e diffuser cap to lower the burner) , the neutral plane 
he ight will increase and IIp decrease thus the results will 
tend toward those of full-scale. In any event, it is clear that 
th e IIp is s maller in th e full-scale than in the model and , 
with our instrumentat ion, thi s difference cannot be attributed 

2 Equati on I for y = /J is wriuen in the form 

I _ N(T) 
/I . 

The least squares fit then uses Ihe ex pe rime nt al N(l1 to determine th e coeffi c ient of an assu me d 
li near rdation forN(n = No + N'T. 

to cxnerimental e rror. The reason for thi s is not known; we 
can ~peculate, howeve r, about poss ible reaso ns. Si nce both 
effects reduce e ntrainment to a firs t approx ima ti on it ca n be 
tenta tively conc luded th a t small sca le fires tend to entra in 
more than th e corresponding full- scale fire, or at least some 
effect causing larger IIp's is present in small sca le . 

Different netural heights for the diffe rent burne r confi gu
rations is exp li c itl y shown in fi gure 10 toge th e r with the 
cal cul ated th ermal di scontinuiti es both normalized to th e 
opening height and both displayed as a fun cti on of tempera
ture . N/Ho is calculated sole ly from eq (1) us ing th e measured 
ceiling IIp and T. D/Ho requires both the floor and ce iling 
measurement of IIp and utilizes both equati on 2 for D and 
eq (1) for N. Here it is being assumed that th e lwo
temperature model is suffi cientl y representative. Also di s
played are the least squa res results from refe rence [6] and 
the previous large scale results reduced by 18 percent in 
order to prod uce a more reali s ti c pi c ture of th e actua l 
neutral plane location. Note th at the di sc repancy between 
la rge and sma ll scale is now less dramati c a nd in fac t the 
large scale ce nt e r burner (darkened triangle; most entra in
ment of large scale) neutral pl ane is practi ca ll y coincident 
with tha t of th e small sca le one burne r at the floor case 
(opened triangle; least entrainment of small scale) . 
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F,GURE 10. Calculated values of neutral plane and thermal discontinuity 
height normalized to door height. 

As already sta ted, fi gure 10 was prepared using pressure 
data and eq (1) to calculate N. For the model test, door 
flows were not measured so N could only be obtained by 
calculation . For the full- scale tests the pressure data were 
used in the same way, for consistency, but in this case door 
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flows were measured and experimental neutral heights are 
available for 4 of the 6 (solid) points plotted on figure 10. 
These 4 values of N, if plotted, would all lie below the 
reference [6] result and above the 1 burner (open squares) 
result. The lines shown are linear least squares fit of the 
data and the slope for the small scale results decreases in 
going from the three burner (opened circles) most entrain
ment case to the one burner at the floor (opened triangles) 
least entrainment case. Based on the above, a representative 
neutral plane versus upper gas temperature relation for a 
typical room, i.e., one with a "normal" door, would fall 
somewhere around the lines representing the data of refer
ence [6] and those of the open triangles. In general door 
width is another important parameter which must also be 
considered [5). 

The effect of entrainment is even more evident in the 
thermal discontinuity relation. On figure 10 the lines on the 
D /H 0 portion are fair representations of the data with some 
extrapolation. The implication of this figure is significant. It 
is well established experimentally that the air flowing in and 
out of the compartment for fully involved fires will tend 
toward a maximum. This is the so called "flashed over" 
room or ventilation controlled fire. In modeling, this maxi
mum flow condition is obtained by allowing the thermal 
discontinuity , D, to approach zero. By inspection of eq (2) 
the pressure drop in the lower part of the room (or inflow) 
maximizes as D approaches zero for fixed T and N. Therefore, 
how D drops with increasing temperature will be important 
in predicting flashover. The significant differences noted in 
the figure are postulated to be due to different entrainment, 
and hence the importance of the character of the fire or 
plume cannot be overstressed. Using the extrapolated lines 
a difference of 150 DC from about 550°C to 700 DC results 
for the two small scale cases previously discussed. It is 
in'teresting to note that in reference [6], where the fuel 
consisted of a single sheet of PMMA burning near the floor , 
the fully involved fires were all grouped at temperatures of 
700 DC and beyond. The data grouped into two regimes, 
points below 450 DC and those above 700 DC with none in 
between. From the s tandpoint of figure 10 a room fire 
consisting of more than one discreet plume would appear to 
be more dangerous than a single plume of the same total 
heat release rate. Obviously, however, radiation considera
tion and possible ceiling impingement from a single larger 
plume may well invalidate this conclusion. 

Also shown on the D /H 0 portion of figure 10 are full-scale 
results using the pressure measurement at 0.305 m above 
the floor as was done for figure 9. Since the pressure 
difference appears to be getting larger as one approaches the 
floor these results probably indicate a higher thermal discon
tinuity than one which would result if the pressure was 
measured at the floor. Note the center burner point is not 
too different from the small scale single burner at the floor 
results, but obviously more full-scale data is required before 
definite conclusions can be drawn. Here again, the full
scale data were treated consistently with the model data. If 
the additional experimental data available for 4 of the 6 the 
full-scale tests were used, all four full scale points would 
fall lower in the plot, most noticeable the point at 320°C. 
They would scatter around the open triangles. 

Having derived both neutral plane and thermal disconti
nuity heights from independent measurements of the ceiling 
and floor differential pressure it would be interesting to 
compare the derived inflow and outflow using the two 

temperature hydrostatic model. All that is required is N, D 
and the upper gas temperature, T. From reference [2] the 
outflow is: 

and the inflow 

. - 2 C olPo/2 
mi - 3 DW 0 Po 

(4) 

~ + 2~J (5) 

where CD is the orifice coefficient, here taken as 0.68. 
Figure 11 is a plot of the mass flows in and out normalized 
by the ventilation parameter, Wo Iftp. The simple modeling 
prediction [1] for m/Ao.JHo is about 0.4 to 0.6 kg S - l m - 5/ 2 

for D = O. The symbols give the average of the flow in and 
out and the error bars indicate the extremities of the two 
flows . For both sets of data where the burners were raised 
above the floor, computed outflow exceeds inflow and it 
does so significantly, especially at higher temperatures. 
Higher outflow versus inflow results from a low value of N 
irrespective of D. The excess mass is generally greater in 
the three burner case, which is consistent with figure 10. 
For the case where the burner is located at the floor , the 
inferred inflow is greater than outflow. Here the opposite 
condition is true, N is larger. This lack of mass balance is a 
weakness of the present model. Note the behavior of the 
three burner case as T approaches 550°C - the average 
mass flow rate ceases to increase even through the outflow 
appears to be consistently increasing with T and the inflow 
consistently decreasing. 
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FIGURE 11. Massjlow rates versus upper gas temperature. 

Also shown are full-scale results (darkened symbols) 
which again fall below those of small scale and exhibit 
greater inflow than outflow (high N). In comparing large and 
small scale there is nothing new in this plot. Small scale is 
yielding higher tlp 's and therefore lower Nand D and thus 
more flow . The full-scale center burner result (large triangle) 
is once again approaching that of the small scale, single 
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burner at the floor results (small triangles). Had the experi
mental N's been used rath er than calculated N's the calcu
lated full- scale flows would be larger. The value of m/A o-JH 0 

is 0.373 kg s- l m- 5/2 for both inflow a nd outflow or m = 
0.73 kg/s which compares favorably to the values measured 
directl y from the verti cal pressure distribution on fig . 8, 
i. e ., rno = 0.82, mi = 0.72 kg/so Recall however that these 
values were not multipli ed by a discharge coeffi cient. 

Since most of the previous parameters are expressed as 
fun ctions of upper gas temperature it would be convenient to 
be able to relate te mperature with the burning rate of the 
fuel and the size of the compartment. A completely analytical 
expression incorporating type, size and position of the fuel 
array, type of wall material, ventilation , etc. is beyond the 
scope of the present work. There is available however, 
sufficient data to obtain some phenomenological relations 
between the various variables . 

From plume theo ry, correlations exis t relating fire size, 
temperatures and height above the plume source. For an 
isolated ceiling (no waJl s) , th e temperature ri se is given as [7] 

(6) 

where r is the radial distance away from th e axi s of the 
plume . It might be expected that for an enclosure the stirred 
upper gas temperature might also scale with th e product 
Q2/3H - S/3 wh ere H is the enclosure height. Figure 12 shows 
the present data as well as additional full- scale burner 
simulation results from reference [8]. In general the small 
scale results are at a slightly higher temperature than those 
of full-scale . Note that these results are for the pref]ashover 
regime i. e . temperatures below about 500°C. The one full
scale point at 700°C is not expected to fall with the lower 
temperature points based on th e results of reference [6]. In 
that work no correlation appeared to exist for the high 
temperature, comple te fl ame- over, luns while all th e low 
temperature res ults correlated very nicely with th e empirical 
relation mass loss rate to the two-thirds power multiplied by 
a ventilation parameter or width factor to the minus one
third power. Ven tilation was not included as a parameter for 
the results on figure 12 since geometrically the door widths 
were approximately all scaled similiarly. 

A straight line through th e data of figure 12 yields the 
constant for the right-hand side of equation 6 equal to 13 
with most of the scatter within ± 15 percent. Note that a 
slope of a line through the full-scale data is t:.T /Q2/ 3H- S/3 =:' 
34 ± 5 K/kW2/3 m - 5/3 • Since (c~p5gITo)1/3 = 0.380, for Q 
in k Wand H in meters, this implies an f of 13. This 
compares to a value of about 6.6 [7] for the isolated ceiling 
direc tly above the plume source (r = 0) beyond which the 
temperature drops due to entrainment of cold air into th e 
ceiling jet. These findings together with figure 10 indicate 
that for a H = 2 .3 m high room between 500 and 700 kW 
(depending on the plume character, i.e. , whether the thermal 
discontinuity approaches the floor at 550 °C or 700 0c) are 
required [or a fully involved fire. However, flashover will 
occur at much smaller fire sizes not requiring D to go 
comple tely to the floor. As an example, for flashover Lee [4] 
finds only about 475 kW are required for a fire in the center 
of a room of this size, with 400 and 340 kW for the wall and 
corner, respec tively. 

The adequacy of the two temperature hydraulics-orifice 
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enclosure flow model is illustrated in figure 13 . The points 
represent the ave rage flow into and out of the enclosure 
us ing eq uations 4 and 5 where Nand D were determined 
directly from the ceiling and floor measurement of t:.p 
together with upper gas te mperature. The abcissa is simply 
th e thermal discontinuity normalized to opening height. The 
downward curving lines on figure 13 are th e theoreti cal 
calculation for three absolute temperature ratios. They a re 
de rived [rom equation 4 plus another relation , that of 
continuity, mo = rh.; , which gives N in terms of D [or various 
temperature ratios. For completeness it is presented he re 
from reference [1]: 

( I-NIH)3 (D)2T I 0 = (1 - DIN) 1 + - - . 
N Ho 2N To 

(7) 

Choosing a D results in a fixed N for a given T, and N 
results in a unique flow rate from eq (4) . The agreeme nt 
be tween theory and experiment is good and fi gure 13 
demonstrates both the consis tency between the separate 
floor and ceiling pressure measurements as well as the 
adequacy of the simple enclosure flow model. 

3.3. Plume Entrainment 

The remaining piece of the enclosure fire pic ture concerns 
the fire plume. Cold air is swept through the door and is 
imagined to be heated in the plume and carried up from the 
lower to the upper portion of the room by entrainment into 
the plume from the base of the burner up to the thermal 
discontinuity, D. This amount of flow is equal to what is 
coming into the enclosure as well as what is leaving. 
Entraining of hot gases above D does not contribute to the 
mass balance but rather it accounts for the recirculating flow 
responsible for the well stirred temperatures found in the 
upper portion of the room. The problem reduces to finding a 
relation involving the amount of entrainment and the he ight 
of the thermal discontinuity for a given fi re such tha t its 
locus will intersect the enclosure flow at the appropriate 
flow and height, i. e., the points on figure 13 . 
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Several fire plume models exist; the one chosen here from 
reference [1] is an adaptation of work by Fang [9] and 
Stewart [10]. The total flow in the plume, Wp , is given as a 
fun ction of the fuel inj ection rate , WI; a fuel property, w; 
density ratio , ambient to fu el , PO/PI ; plume entrainment 
coeffi cient , ke, and finally, the height above the burner , D. 
Rockett's [1] eq (6) is 

W = W w Po ({±' k4/5[~(l- w) 7T 2 2]1/5 
p I PI 5 e 12 w3 gpi 

and 

MOif/( Ml ) w- - 1+ --
Mo rCpTo 

(9) 

where MOif/Mo is the ratio of the molecular weight of the 
flame gas to that of air; Ml is the heat of combustion ; r is 
the air-fuel weight ratio and Cp the specifi c heat. For 
methane w = 0.091. Note that the entrained portion of the 
plume flow is a function of the entrainment constant to the 
second power, the the rmal discontinuity to the two-and-one
half power, and is practically independent of the initital fuel 
inj ection rate, WI. This latter result , typical of most plume 
analysis by their very nature will render the model incapable 
of reproducing all the data on figure 13. For a given set of 
symbols on figure 13 the only parameter varied was the 
injection or burne r gas flow rate , WI. If a single entrainment 
coefficient is used for a given burner geometry the plume 

3 J. Quintiere (of the Center for Fire Research , NBS) has recently verified the applicab ility of 
thi s approximate expression by solving the fu ll equations of Stewart's Model. For a SOUTce wit h small 
mome ntum the results were virtually identical between eq (8) and the exact ex press ion given by 
Stewart but nol actually used in his calculations. 

cha racteristics will not spa n a wide enough range to cover 
the extremities of the data on fi gure 13 unless the plume 
varies with WI to a greater degree than given by the model. 

Figure 14 contains the p lume flow versus injection rate 
both normalized to D 5/ 2 for the theore tical model , i. e . , eq 
(8), for three entrainment coefficients: 0 .1 , 0 . 25, and 0.4 
shown by the solid lines . The data is obta ined by taking the 
average mass fl ow rate th rough the enclosure and dividing 
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by an effecti ve entTaining D51t, where D is the determined 
thermal height in the enclosure minus the heigh t of the 
burner off the floor. The abcissa is s impl y the measured 
CH4 flow rate throu gh the burne r divided by th e same D512. 

For the small scale three burner case (opened circles) the 
entrained flow and burne r gas fl ow have been divided by 
three so as to give an average single burner charac teristic . 
The problem with the plume model is evident in figure 14-
the weak depende nce on burning rate of th e model as 
agains t a strong dependence indicated by the data. The 
range of plume Froude number (Fr = u1I gyo where Uf is the 
gas velocity at the exit of the burner of radius Yo) runs from 
2 X 10- 5 for the three burners above the floor case to 4 X 
10- 1 for the single, smaller diameter burner located at the 
floor. The full-scale results are for Froude numbers of 2 X 
10- 4 to 10- 3 • 

The plume model using rath er large entrainment coeffi
cient s can obv iously be used for the full scale resul ts since 
there is insufficient data to demonstrate th e injec ti on depend
ence. This is done in fi gure 13 and the resulting entrainment 
coefficients are 0.37 for th e cente r burne r, 0.32 for the wall 
and 0.26 for the corne r confi gura ti on. Large r than " normal" 
entrainment rates fo r diffusion flames have been previously 
noted by Thomas [11] as well as Ri cou and Spalding [12]. It 
could be expected that the differences between entrainment 
shou ld go in the ratio of 1, 3/4 , and 112 for a square burner 
in that th e wall limits 1/4 , and the corner 1/2 , of the flow. It 
is interesting and perhaps fortuitou s that (0.32/0.37j2 = 
0.75 and (0.26/0 .3 7j2 = 0.49. Using the plume model for 
the case of the small scale burner at th e floor (opened 
tri angles) ke averages 0.27 for the lowest four points on 
figure 14 where the injection dependence is weak. (For thi s 
case the entraining height D is equal to that measured from 
the floor.) For the raised burne rs in small scale th e asymp
totic, weak injection dependence result appears to yield 
entrainment coeffic ients of approximately 0.4 cons istent with 
the rai sed, full- scale, center results . The data can probably 
be bracke ted between th e extremes of a rai sed, center 
burner and a corner or burner pos ition at the floor shown by 
the dashed lines on fi gure 14. The lower result is included 
on figure 13 for three gas flow ra tes, in order to complete 
the enclosure plume model. Note that this discussion will 
not apply to those points whose determined D falls below the 
height of the burner since any model of the plume assumes 
entrainment from the burner upwards to D . As D gets 
smaller even before reaching the top of the burner the plume 
model representation will become poorer. It should be 
pointed out that this analysis is valid only within the 
fram ework of the two temperature model for the enclosure 
flow , i. e . , entrainment above this "effective" D is not 
contributing to flow in and out the door. However the 
enclosure portion of the work and the previous figures are 
independent of the plume and should therefore s till be valid 
for D approaching the floor . 

From equation 8 two limiting conditions exis t for high and 
low values of Wf /D512 . For low values of injec tion rates and 
large D the plume flow is independent of the injection rate, 
i. e . , the left-hand horizontal porti on of th e curves represe nt
ing the theory on figure 14. In thi s limit the entrained flow 
goes with D 5/ 2 (plume-like). For large injection rates and 
small D the entrained flow is independent of D and is eq ual 
to the burner flow to th e fi rst power, a 45° line on the right 
side of figure 14 Uet-like). The present small scale data of a 
plume with combus ion appears to fall between these plume
jet limits with the transition considerably shifted to smaller 

Wf /D 512. For a given Wf on fi gure 13 the slope of the dashed 
lines will be increasing as D gets larger indicating th e 
transition from je t-like to plumelike behavior. 

Once more, if the experimentally determin ed he ights are 
used for the full- scale points, they are shifted slightly, but 
the conclusion re mains: present plume models do not agree 
with th e data. 

4. Conclusions and Recommendations 

The overa ll flow portion of the hydraulics-orifice enclosure 
model appears to be ve ry cons istent with the experimental 
observations. Additional full-scale measurements are sug
gested with emphasis on more ex tensive doorway veloci ty 
traversing. More accurate assessment of di scharge coeffi
c ients could be de termined; some of the oth er mi nor difficul
ti es noted here might be resolved as well. How th e neutral 
plane and th ermal di scontinuity vary with inc reasing fire 
s ize, position, and he ight of th e burner mus t also be 
val idated in full- scale. That would result in a clearer pic ture 
of th e transient behavior of the enclosure fire and perhaps a 
more quantitative description of th e factors leading to flash
over. 

The present results indicate th at plume entra inment is not 
well enough understood. The strong dependence of the 
entrained flow on gas burner flow rate must be valida ted in 
full- scale. This result could have signifi cant implications 
with respec t to an inc reased burning rate as th e room tends 
toward a flashover condition. The large entrainment coeffi
cients de rived from th e data are probably an indi cation of 
the general lack of understanding of the prec ise physics and 
chemistry of turbulent diffus ion flames . Until the effec ts of 
th e simple gas burner are understood it will be very diffi cult 
to relate plume entrainment to enclosure flow during a real 
fire when upper gas, wall s and ceiling are radi ating to th e 
unburned fuel array in a complex manner. 
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